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Unit 1 At the Park 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning 

seesaw n. 
a ride that goes up and down 

while people seated at opposite 
ends 

 

slide n. a slip; glide  

swing n. an outdoor seat that hangs by two 
ropes  

baseball field n. a diamond-shaped yard of four 
bases  

basketball court n. an rectangle area equipped with 
two baskets   

tennis court n. an rectangle area equipped with a 
tennis net  

bike path n. a road on which people ride bike   

duck pond n. a pond that is populated by ducks  

 

collect plastic 
bottles 

v. to pick up a bottle constructed 
from plastic  

 
clean the statue v. to clear an image of a thing made 

from something solid  

 
pick up litter v. to gather garbage from the ground  

 
fill the sandbox v. to pour sand to a playground  

 
plant trees v. to put or set small trees in the 

ground for growth  

 
weed the garden v. to pull out unwanted plants from a 

vegetated plot  

 
paint the bench v. to color the long chair used by 

public  

 
clean up the trail v. to clear the walkway  
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Unit 2 On the Street 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning 

vet n. a person who treat animals  

dentist n. a person who takes care of 
people's teeth  

pilot n. a person whose flies planes  

mail carrier n. a person who transports mails  

baker n. a person who bakes bread  

gardener n. a person whose work is to tend to 
a garden  

farmer n. a person who works on a farm  

engineer n. a person who invents and builds 
machines  

 
fire engine n. a vehicle equipped for firefighting  

 
ambulance n. an emergency vehicle  

 
pick-up truck n. a light duty truck having an open 

cargo area  

 
garbage truck n. a truck equipped for picking up 

trash  

 
school bus n. a vehicle used to transport 

students to and from school  

 
camper n. a vehicle that is suitable for 

camping  

 
police car n. a vehicle used by police officers  

 
minivan n. a small passenger van   
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Unit 3 Physical Activities 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

ski v. to move over snow as a sport  

ice-skate v. to skate on ice  

snowboard v. to ride on a board in upright 
position  

sled v. to ride on a small platform on 
snow or ice in sitting position  

snorkel v. to explore and move below the 
water with equipments  

sail v. to travel across water in a boat  

jog v. to run at a slow pace  

bike v. to ride a bicycle or motorcycle  

 
gymnastics n. a sport dealing with the 

movement of the body  

 
martial arts n. any of the traditional forms of 

Asian self-defense or combat  

 
exercises n. physical activities  

 
yoga n. an exercise that involves stretching 

the body and focusing the mind  

 
soccer n. a sport in which two teams 

compete for goals by kicking a ball  

 
volleyball n. 

a game for two teams compete for 
points by striking a ball with the 

hands 
 

 
badminton n. a sports game involving a racquet 

and shuttlecock  

 
Ping-Pong n. a table tennis  
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Unit 4 Values and Habits 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

waste food v. to throw away the left food  

get angry v. to get mad  

complain v. to express uneasiness or 
dissatisfaction  

pout v. to show displeasure by putting out 
lips  

try new things v. to eat something new  

say "please" and  
"thank you" 

v. to express politeness and gratitude   

follow rules v. to comply with principles  

share your things v. to give out one's things to others  

 
sleep late v. to wake up late  

 

watch too much 
TV 

v. to see television too long  

 

argue with 
people 

v. to fight with others in words  

 
eat junk food v. to have (unhealthy) snack  

 
use sunscreen v. to put on a scream to protect skin 

from strong sunlight  

 
help your parents v. to assist one's parents  

 
go to bed early v. to sleep ahead of time  

 
study hard v. to learn and practice diligently  
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Unit 5 At School 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

cafeteria n. a restaurant in a school or 
company  

computer room n. a room filled with computers  

auditorium n. a building commonly used for 
events  

hall n. a building or large room used for 
events  

be quiet v. to make no noise  

shout out v. to yell  

get in line v. to stand in line  

cut in line v. to interrupt the line  

 
difficult adj. hard to do  

 
easy adj. not hard to do  

 
useful adj. being practical   

 
fascinating adj. great; charming  

 
science n. a study of the natural world  

 
social studies n. a study of society in general  

 
gym n. a study of physical activities  

 
art n. a study of drawing and painting  
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Unit 6 Getting Sick 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

an earache n. a pain in the ear  

a stomachache n. a pain in the abdomen  

a sore throat n. a pain in the wind pipe  

a cold n. a respiratory disease  

a fever n. a high body temperature  

a rash n. a group of red spots on the skin  

the flu n. any kind of influenza  

a cough n. a sudden large, loud breathing  

 
stay in bed v. to be in bed for long time  

 
take medicine v. to take a pill to ease pain  

 
call the doctor v. to ask doctor to come and see  

 
put on ointment v. to apply a cream for healing  

 
put in drops v. to apply a liquid pill  

 
eat hot soup v. to eat liquid food for easy 

digestion  

 
go to the clinic v. to go to hospital  

 

take my 
temperature 

v. to measure one's body 
temperature  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ear
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdomen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdomen
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Unit 7 Travel Plans 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

January n. first month of the year  

February n. second month of the year  

March n. third month of the year  

April n. fourth month of the year  

May n. fifth month of the year  

June n. sixth month of the year  

July n. seventh month of the year      

August n. eighth month of the year      

September n. ninth month of the year  

October n. tenth month of the year  

November n. eleventh month of the year  

December n. twelfth month of the year  

 
South Korea n. 

an East Asian nation on the 
southern half of the Korean 

Peninsula 
 

 
China n. a populous nation in East Asia  

 
the United States n. a country of 50 states covering a 

vast swath of North America  

 

the United 
Kingdom 

n. an island nation in northwestern 
Europe  

 
Australia n. a country surrounded by the 

Indian and Pacific oceans  

 
France n. 

a country in Western Europe, 
encompasses Mediterranean 

beaches 
 

 
Canada n. 

a North American country 
stretching from the U.S. in the 

south  
 

 
Mexico n. a country between the U.S. and 

Central America  
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Unit 8 At the Festival 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

taco n. a Mexican dish composed of a 
tortilla folded with a filling  

cheeseburger n. a hamburger topped with cheese  

sausage n. a cylindrical meat product  

kebab n. a Middle Eastern dish originally 
based on grilled meat  

corn on the cob n. a sweet corn on a stick  

snow cone n. a variation of shaved ice desserts  

cotton candy n. a form of spun sugar  

ice-cream sundae n. a sweet ice cream dessert with 
various toppings  

 
watch a parade v. to see a large marching  

 
go to a concert v. to go to a performance   

 
drive bumper 

cars 
v. to ride on a small electric vehicle 

with an encircling rubber   

 

see a puppet 
show 

v. to view a play in which toys or 
dolls appear  

 
go on rides v. to ride a vehicle or device for 

amusement  

 

buy a balloon 
animals 

v. to purchase balloons shaped in 
the form of an animal  

 

jump in a bounce 
house 

v. to hop and play in a large castle 
filled with air   

 
play a dart game v. to do a game that get points by 

throwing sharp object to a board  

 


